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Abstract
In particle accelerator, correcting high multipole components of magnets are of high

importance for quality magnet: to get a pure quadrupole to within 10"4, we have to know the field

quality to 10"5 through the 30 th order. Our laboratory needed such a very sharp device to find small

harmonic components of magnetic field.
For harmonic analysis of magnetic field, we adopted the standard method, i.e. a rotating

coil connected to a flux integrator. Nowadays, coils measuring azimuthal component of magnetic
field are used.

In order to obtain correct and accurate measurements, we were guided by two imperatives :
first, optimisation of construction constraints and second, comparison of azimuthal and radial
component measurements.

With this background, this article describes both new technological solutions adopted and
new performance obtained. We also discuss the most suitable geometric structure for the coils.

We obtained a noiseless signal, a repeatability of 10"^ and a sensitivity up to 10'^ Weber for
both types of coils. Our device is able to find and measure main component, normal and skew
multipole components up to the 32 nd order, when simulating local defects. The magnetic axis is
located within 5 |im. The central gradient is also measured and magnetic length deduced.
Complementary functions of two types of coils were noticed in detecting local defects of magnetic
structure.



Introduction

Our bench, shown in figure 1, looks like a classical harmonic analysis device. A rigid
frame supports the magnet and two heads which provide probe (i.e. many coils) rotation. The
heads are made up of air cushion bearings, a DC motor and an incremental encoder. The reference
axis is materialised by a laser beam over the measurement axis. After installation and alignment of
the magnet, flux sampling during coil rotation and a careful FFT analysis are carried out in order to
know harmonic analysis components.

Our starting point of the study of harmonic analysis device is unusual. It is closely bound
up with a metrology approach. A systematic theoretical study of the influence of each element is
undertaken first [1]. Angular position readings, flux readings and geometric structure, i.e. radii
deviations are discussed to avoid systematic and random errors. This approach makes us aware of
construction difficulties and leads us to make the choices described below.

Another new point of view is to measure [1] simultaneously azimuthal and radial
component, in order to compare them. The most sensitive geometry was looked for.

Why two types of coils ?

In magnetostatics, Maxwell's equations in a polar coordinate system (r : radius and 6 :

azimuthal angle) describe the "V" magnetic scalar potential as :

AV(r, e) = 0

It satisfies Laplace's equation which is resolved with limits and symmetries conditions :
oo

V(r, 9)= X i>n en r" sin (n0 - an)
n = 1

with:

n, multipole order. For example, a dipole is the order 1, a quadrupole is 2, a sextupole is 3 ...

en and a n , amplitude and phase of the multipolar components

•frn, undesirable components which can exist with an order n : ~&n = (2k + 1 ) and k is an integer

number.

A magnetic field has radial and azimuthal components, as shown in figure 2 :

oo

Br = - no -^r=" W> Z n en rn -! sin (n6 - a j
n = 1



Be = -W)f—=-W)X ne n r n l cos (ne -a j
o6 n =1

When developing these equations, we have skew and normal components which can be introduced
in optics programmes. These equations become, with CAS's notations [4]:

oo

Br = ]£ n r" - l (an cos n8 + bn sin n9)
n = 1

n rn - J (- an sin n0 + bn cos nQ)
n =1

Therefore, bn normal and a,, skew components are defined as:

bn = Ho ̂  sin a,,
an = - Ho en cos a,,

There are two ways of measuring multipole components, either using the azimuthal
component or the radial component. For metrologic deontology, it is imperative to exploit and
compare both types of measurements.

To this day, each type was used separately. The device designers were very fond of
azimuthal component - called radial coil -, such as L.Walckiers [4] at CERN and W.Hassenzahl at
Berkeley [5]. In the U.S.A., at Fermilab, B.Brown, has already used a radial measurement - called
tangentiel coil - using a BNL mole developed by P.Wanderer [5, page 38].

How to make be sure you have the right components ?

The basic principle was a numerical measurement of the magnetic flux. The measurement
system had a rotating coil and an integrator.

Therefore, when N was the conductor number of turns of conductors and / was the

conductor length, the measured flux "e" was :

for the radial component, if rotation was made between angles 6 ̂  and 02 :

Jr02

B r

Gi

rd0= X An cos n6 + Bn sin n9
n = 1

and for the azimuthal component, if rotation was made between radii T^ and r2 :

sin n8 + Bn cos n0

The relationship between An and Bn, the flux values and a,, and bn, the multipole components were:

J|T2 oo

B0 d r = X - An si
ri n = 1



Kn was the geometry coefficient; it was determined solely by the choice of coil geometry. It will be

described below. The flux "e" was sampled at A9 equispaced angular steps. If {e } was the series

of Q samplings, FFT analysis gave the series of Q/2 points {en = An + i Bn} with, in our case :

e n= X eqexp2jti^3.
q=l Ki-

The choice of Q was very important It was determined mainly by the tradeoff between detection of
higher orders and creation of nonexistent multipole components. Besides, Q had to be a power of
two for computer processing.

Figure 3 shows that components of a few 10"8 Weber can be created by FFT processing. For

example, the theoretical function F was sampled in Q points. F = cos rcx + cos 2TCX + 2 cos 3TCX +

cos 4TCX + cos 5roc + 0.8 cos 9TCX + 0.5 cos 107ix + 0.2 sin 2JCX + 0.3 sin 3roc. Figure 3a shows

FFT results. Figure 3b is the zoom view of components which were, in theory, zero. These

values were high enough to cover the smaller components. Thus, Q = 64 was chosen because

errors caused by FFT analysis were of the same level as integrator resolution.

What role does geometric structure have in the processing ?

From above flux equations, ¥^ geometry coefficients were defined with the parameters in

figure 4 :
for the radial component, with a coil of radius r and opening angle <f>,

Kn = 2 N 1 r" sin n |

for the azimuthal component, with a coil of radii rj and r2 :

Kn= Nlfijj-r?)
The choice of radius and angle (|> had to meet the following requirements :

1 - Knowledge of integral measurements for a quadrupole, which means, coil length

should be longer than the magnet yoke and its fringe fields. We took a 1 = 1 meter length for a 0.35

meter magnet diameter.

2 - Possibility of magnetic alignment. In the case of a quadrupole, we needed a high

sensitivity for order 1 and 2 to align bench axis with magnetic axis by cancelling their Ax, Az and

A6 misalignment deviations.

A B 7 ai

G 2a2

2a2



3 - Maximum sensitivity to higher order components.

Therefore, as points 2 and 3 disagreed, it was worth considering bucking coils. That meant
a measurement coil provided alignment (geometry coefficient was (Kn)meas) and another coil was
the bucking coil (geometry coefficient was (Kn)buck) which cancelled out the main component So,
for harmonic analysis, the two coils were electrically opposed. The new geometry coefficient was

A Kn = (Kn) meas " &n) buck
A systematic study was undertaken to satisfy these conditions, and (AKn) n o r m , normalised

geometry coefficients were defined to compare many configurations. Parameters rmeas or rmeas2

were called r and NmMC was called N, hence

Using the notations in figure 4 , normalised geometry coefficients were:

for the radial component: (AKnL™ = 2 [sin n • s p - ***• ( ^ f sin n

for the azimuthal component:

Our choices of angles, radii and conductor number of turns were cunningly done, they were
a tradeoff between sensitivity and machining possibilities.

The curves in Figure 5 illustrate the achieved sensitivity to higher components when two
coils are connected . When measuring radial component, the signal was amplified 4 times but the
amplifier factor for the azimuthal component was only one. For the alignment, the sensitivities of
measuring coils were good, equally for:

the radial component: (^measOnom = ° - 7 0 7 and (KmeaflWm = 1

the azimuthal component: ( K , ^ ) , ^ = 3/2 and ( K ^ ) ^ = 3/4
The measured bucking ratios for order 2 were 100 for the azimuthal component and 300 for the
radial component. Therefore, points 2 and 3 were satisfied.

The resulting respective transverse geometry of coils is shown in figure 6. We adopted
radii, r = 33 mm for radial component and r = 32 mm for azimuthal component. As a result of
efficient bucking, the sensitivity to higher order was attained by choosing turn ratio N and radii r
accordingly.

What are the construction constraints for the coils and for the bench ?

As we needed an accuracy of 10'5, a study on the influence of constructional tolerances

was required. When using variance composition law and calling, standard deviation a, the

following were found:



for the radial component: —^ = (nA8 cotg nA8r m
for the azimuthal component: —m- = (nA6 tg nAQf

A6

AKn

gAKn

AKn)
To make technological decisions and to define the construction constraints, each term of these
formulas (angular position, flux measurement and geometric coefficient) was carefully studied.
When we summed up and assessed the evaluated manufacturing tolerances, the geometry
coefficient was found to be prevalent

The three following terms are going to show how each standard deviation may be created or
avoided. We are also going to discuss systematic errors in order to evaluate and to correct them.

• The first term is angular position : aAQ/A6. Absolute and incremental

encoders are available. We chose an incremental encoder because it is as practical as an absolute
encoder but less expensive.

A binary Heidenhain encoder with 8192 lines on an incremental disc was selected. As Q = 64 or A0

= 5,625 degrees, 128 lines between each flux measurement were counted. Clearly, a 64 lines

encoder might be sufficient but an accuracy of 10"̂  is unattainable. Our encoder was calibrated

within ± 0,0005 degree, which means we have a^/AQ = 3 10"5. Thus, when choosing a high

quality encoder, angular position was not a worry. Coils support and encoder were secured with
tight coupling tolerances.

Another difficulty was finding the angular origin because it created skew components. To
start measuring, our incremental encoder had an index pulse which provided an origin reference.
When mounting coils on the bench, we had to know how many lines separated the coils plane
from the bench plane. Once this was known, a finger on the bench itself provided the daily origin
reference. For that, first an electronic level was put on the coils reference plane. But this was not
sensitive enough to tune coils and bench plane, as it produced a systematic error which was a skew
component Therefore, a magnetic method was employed. A permanent magnet was used. We tried
to reach the same signal when the permanent magnet field was normal or reversed. Thus, angular
origin was found within ± 0.02 degree limit. In fact, this method provided the mean position of the
coil.

There was a correction for the systematic term, "nA9 tgnA0" for the azimuthal components

and "nAG cotgnAB" for the radial components. This effect was theoretically expected and
experimentally confirmed with Q variation. This term was bigger for the azimuthal component than
for the radial component. It steadily dropped with the order for radial components while it sharply
rose for the azimuthal components, but it always amplified multipole components. In order to make
exact measurements and to find true components we had to correct measured values. The following
corrections were carried out [1]:



(Bnjmeasfor the azimuthal component: (Bn)true =
1 + nA6 tg nA8 oAe/A6

for the radial component: (Bn)tnie = (Bn/meas

nA0 cotg nA6 aAe/A0

The same corrections were applied to skew components. It induced a slight correction of 10"3. This

effect was theoretically highlighted by DAVES [2].

• The second term is flux reading : ae/e. A commercially available integrator [3]

with a V/F converter was used. This integrator had 10 measurements ranges with gains G from 1 to
1000, a converter V = 10 V ; F = 500 kHz. Therefore, the resolution increased from 20 ^iVs to
0,02 |iVs, following the equation :

r = ^ J -
F G

After FFT analysis, it is possible to detect resolution as a white noise (order zero), but it does not
disturb the measurements.
In view of the above formula we wished to use a large gain. Unfortunately, integrator performances

fell with G. Over G = 20 and with a full scale tension applied, exactness diminished from a few 10'
4 to 10"3. It could attain 10'2 when the applied tension was small.The repeatability was better than 2

W4, which means ae/e = 10"4 and became dominant for smaller readings.

The integrator was very sensitive to temperature fluctuation, so it was installed in a
temperature stabilised electronic pack (25 ±0,1 °C) and no drift problem was observed.

A systematic error, resulting from resolution, which modified the smallest multipole
components was observed.

The connections could not be ignored because they produced a random noise which was
empirically reduced to 0.3 [iVs when placing a coil in a zero field room. Thermoelectric tension

could generate a tension of a few nVX"1 and this was avoided using connections of the same metal.

The shielding was connected to the laboratory ground. The coils and the integrator were connected

through the gold contacts of slip rings by two twisted, shielded wires of reduced length. The coils

scanner connector was located on the bench itself.

• The third term is geometric coefficients : aKn/KD. From variance composition

law we learnt

Therefore, too large radii tolerances cancelled out the exactness of measurements and meanwhile
exactness fell with the order. This was highlighted by numerical data in figure 7 tables. Many
elements contributed to the increase of radii deviations.

First, the coils material support was examined. It needed to be unmagnetic, inflexible and
torsionally stiff. So its necessary features were rigidity (high Young's modudus) and lightness

(small density) or an E/p ratio as big as possible. A comparison of commercially available materials



in an unmachined coil support is shown in figure 8. The support dimensions were 1 m length ,

3>ext = 0.07 m and 4>int = 0.06 m.

Composite materials were light but not easy to machine. So, an alumina core was chosen. Torsion
was non-existent. A well balanced and symmetrically machined cylinder was taken, (as shown in
figure tf)> to reduce flexibility and awkward rotation. Its price and its machining ease, though this
was not at the expense of its mechanical characteristics, were other positive factors. The support
weighed 12 kg and the saggita was 16 ̂ m. An open 3 dimensional view of the coils support and its
cover is shown on the plan in figure 9 .

The coil design had to meet many conditions: we needed a compact transverse coil shape, a
good sensitivity provided by many turns but increasing position random errors. Our choice,
resulting from many feasibility tests [1], was a compromise : coils made up from Litz's wires were

adopted. They were placed in precisely machined 1 mm2 grooves. To reduce random variations of
radii, the Litz wires were stretched and glued to them. Each groove contained two wire layers,
each one had a 30 wire conductor and a 60 wire conductor. Thus, 180 wires provided a good
sensitivity for bucking coils. The measurement coils used either 90 wires (i.e N ^ ^ / N = 2 for the
azimuthal components) or 60 wires (i.e Nbuck/N = 3 for the radial components).

An aspect which presented some difficulty was knowledge of the true radii, because true
values were needed for geometry coefficient calculations. In our case, they were mechanically
checked against rotational axis support with a precision within ± 2 ^m limit

Vibrations can randomly modify radii. To avoid this noise the bench was installed on
vibration absorbers. Then a powerful DC motor was used. The reduction gear box did not contain
conventional teeth but rather a flexspline system. A stepping motor was not suitable because it
could generate vibrations. When observing displacements of the laser spot, vibrations were
recorded for 15 mn and their amplitude was found to be less than 5 îm. The noiseless signal
shown in figure 10a results from our choices adopted for vibration reduction.

A concentric rotation was achieved by means of air cushion bearings with air films of 50
|im. Filtered air (0.01 \x.m) and a constant pressure (2 bar) avoided damage to the air cushion
bearings. To master the process completely, air cushion bearings were designed in our laboratory
[1]. A concentricity of 5 îm was achieved.

Alignment was a difficult part, it was done in two steps : first mechanically, then
magnetically. Mechanically, it was necessary both to introduce coils support through the magnet and
the bearings, and to install fiducial marks on the magnet. For this, a 2 mW He-Ne laser beam with
stabilised power and divergence, and a P.S.D. silicium photodiode which was connected in
photoconductor mode, were needed. The sensitivity was 4 ^m. Magnetically, the measurement coil
was sensitive to a 1 (xm magnet motion.

Also, the mechanical approach was used during construction to install the two bearings on the same
axis. The photodiode was installed on the bearing itself, the position of which was adjusted by
means of screws.

So, the contribution of all source of random radii deviations in the worse case was ojr = 4



10^, i.e about 10"3 for aAK/AK. It was shown that rotation radii was the most important source of

errors. We saw above how bucking coils can cancel some construction faults. It is a must!

Furthermore, the effects of radius variation on systematic errors were experimentally
studied [1]. It was done by 0.1 mm horizontal and vertical displacements of the magnet. They
created n+1 order for an existing order n, they were amplified or reduced following flux
equipotential lines. A coil position deviation of 20 |im could explain signal differences between
radial and azimuthal component measurements.

Magnetic calibration of geometry coefficients has been planned to limit these uncertainties,

both random and systematic.
• Another parameter which could impair measurements accuracy was the laboratory

environment. The bench was not to be exposed to either temperature variations or draughts.
Magnetic elements in the bench surroundings were avoided. Of course, any remanent field was

measured and subtracted. The magnet power supply was stabilised to about 10"5.

Software mistakes have already been mentioned and it was shown that oversampling should
be avoided.

Though measurement values were independent of rotation speed, a systematic error was
observed, i.e. the decrease of imaginary components sensitivity versus order. To make exact
measurements, some corrections were necessary. They were available for both types of coils. It

was experimentally proved [1] that (p = 20 10"6 and A6 = 0,1) :

(An)jme = (An)meas " P v e xP "n A G

DAVIES had already studied the speed effects [2].
It was verified that small vibrations appeared with an increasing speed. Coils were rotated at

0.5 rev/s. Vibrations within ± 1 ̂ .Vs were produced by a double speed.

What is the system performance ?

The operating system is designed to work automatically. After alignment procedure, the
operator has only to choose a coil on the connector and to select it on the PC screen with the mouse.
Thirty seconds later, he can read multipole components up to n = 32 on the printer. Programmes
were developed on a PC with the commercialised available VIEWDAC 2.0 software and they are
easily modified. The IEEE488.2 standard was used to drive instruments.

Results obtained during measurement of a sextupole field - created by sextupole correction

coils - inside a quadrupole are presented in figures 10 for both types of coils.
To qualify the bench, we repeated the measurement 10 times. Statistic dispersions are

indicated in figure 10b. In figure 10c, calculated uncertainties take into account both

measurement statistic dispersions and geometry coefficient uncertainties, within 3o.

As anticipated in geometry parameters definition, radial coil sensitivity is much better than



that of azdmuthal coils.

A fine metrologic study was performed [1] and system performances deduced:

• Sensitivity, dynamic range and repeatability : We can detect small coefficients
starting from about 100 nVs, i.e a very high order, for a full scale value of 1.5 mVs. An absolute

repeatability of 10 nVs was achieved, which means 4 10'5 for main components - this is useful for

magnetic alignment - and 10"2 for the higher orders. Because, through our choices, we reduced

radius random errors, a signal over noise ratio of 200 dB was achieved.

• Exactness : When measuring the sextupole field in figure 10a and calculating
uncertainties, radial and azimuthal coils are compared. These results agree with Hall probes
measurements.

b3 = 1.13 ± 0.01 Tm'2 for radial component

b3 = 1.133 ± 0.003 Tnr2 for azimuthal component

We were not completely satisfied, because the two types of coils did not give the same result for

higher order as can be seen in the table in figure 10c. For example :

fy = (3.05 ± 0.02) 104 Tntr6 for radial component.

b7 = (1.98 ± 0.01) 104 Tnr6 for azimuthal component

This disagreement is explained by radius differences of 20 p.m. As said above, a difference of 20
Urn was found during mechanical checking. This meant a radius magnetical calibration on the
bench itself was needed.

• Local defects location : With the two types of coils it is very easy to locate local
defects. It is observed that coils measuring radial components can only detect an error in the plane
of the magnet, and coils measuring azimuthal components can only detect an error on a pole of a
quadrupole. Therefore both coils are necessary. Pole defects were simulated by introducing a piece
of iron. When looking for a pole defect, one turn missing in a coil or a coil short circuit for
example, it was found that real and imaginary components of azimuthal components had the same
values for infinite orders. The faulty position is given by arctg a^bn i.e. 45 degrees. When looking
for a defect in the plane, imaginary components of radial components are nil, thus defect position is
zero degree.

• Magnetic length measurement : Our bench can give the magnetic length of the
quadrupole. Two point coils D - distants, seen in figure 6, once surface calibrated and
equilibrated, can measure the GQ central gradient. As measurement analysis coils give jd^ dl, we
can deduce 1 =i\&i dl/G0. This is very helpful to determine the accelerator energy level.

Acknowledgements.



Conclusion
Using both azimuthal and radial component measurements, their complementary functions

are shown in detecting and locating local defects.
Both types were also found to be sufficiently sharp to give usual magnetic field

measurements with a fine degree of accuracy and in a short time. Components up to the 32 nd
order, magnetic axis within a few |im, magnetic length, are achieved within 30 seconds. The

achieved repeatability of flux measurements is of 10 "** to 10'7 Weber i.e. 10 "5 for the main

components. The dynamic scale is 150 dB.

A metrological behaviour during the device definition let us choose cunningly each element

and finally reach a noiseless signal, S/N ratio is - 200 dB, and an absolute measurement of 10'3.

Random errors were reduced using new technological solutions. Systematic errors were
studied, understood and finally corrected. Accuracy limits were analysed and will be extended.
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Figures

Figure 1 : Harmonic analysis bench.

B
_ B=B r r+B 0 e

Figure 2 : Radial and azimuthal components of magnetic field.

Figure 3a : True components after a FFT analysis of F (with Q = 64).

Figure 3b : False components after a FFT analysis of F (with Q - 64).
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Figure 4 : Geometry parameters of both types of coils.

Figure 5: (AKn)
iv norm f(n)

Figure 6: Geometry choices of both types of coils.
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Figure 7 : Variation of oKn/Kn = f(or) for coils measuring radial (r = 33 mm) and

azimuthal (r = 32 mm) components.

Name

Steel
Duraluminum

Macor
Alumina
Silicon carbide
Silicon nitride
Boron carbide

Fiberglass epoxy
Carbon fiber epoxy
Kevlar

E (GPa)

210
72

p (gem*3)

7,8
2,8

y(Hm)

9
9

Ceramics

65
330

350
280
440

2,52
4,0

3,15 2
3,11
2,45

9
3

3
1

Composite materials

40
200
90

1,9
1,55
1,45

11
2
4

Figure 8 : Comparison of many materials features and saggita.



Figure 9 : Harmonic analysis coils support.

Figure 10a : Primary flux values : e = f(9).
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Figure 10b : FFT processing result for skew and normal components : Bn and
An = f(n).
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Figure 10c : Absolute skew and direct components after division by geometric
coefficient : bn and an.

Radii rotation agreement is necessary for comparison of both types of coils.
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Coils measuring
azimuthal component.

Point coils measuring
central gradient.

Coils measuring
radial component.
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